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Opinion
Prior investigations of functional specialization have
focused on the response profiles of particular brain
regions. Given the growing emphasis on regional covar-
iation, we propose to reframe these questions in terms
of brain ‘networks’ (collections of regions jointly
engaged by some mental process). Despite the chal-
lenges that investigations of the language network face,
a network approach may prove useful in understanding
the cognitive architecture of language. We propose that
a language network plausibly includes a functionally
specialized ‘core’ (brain regions that coactivate with
each other during language processing) and a domain-
general ‘periphery’ (a set of brain regions that may
coactivate with the language core regions at some times
but with other specialized systems at other times,
depending on task demands). Framing the debate
around network properties such as this may prove to
be a more fruitful way to advance our understanding of
the neurobiology of language.

In search of the language organ
Many deeply important questions in cognition hinge on
whether two mental processes rely on the same pool of
cognitive and neural resources. Is processing faces distinct
from processing other classes of visual objects? Do we use the
same mechanisms to extract meaning from words versus
pictures? Does resolving linguistic ambiguity draw on the
same resources as other demanding tasks? This is one class
of question where functional MRI (fMRI) can inform and
constrain cognitive theories (cf. [1]; see [2] for discussion).
One such question that has motivated research for decades
concerns the existence of a specialized ‘language organ’ (and
its possible computations [3]). In particular, are some com-
putations unique to human language or can language be
‘solved’ by more general-purpose mental operations?
Although fMRI cannot directly answer questions of this
sort, knowing under which conditions a region or a collection
of regions is engaged will constrain hypotheses about the
likely computations those regions perform.

Traditionally, questions about functional specialization
have been asked at the level of individual brain regions
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(e.g., does Broca’s area selectively support speech produc-
tion?). Techniques like fMRI that were lauded for their
ability to track regionally specific changes in metabolic
activity seemed perfectly suited to tackle such questions.
Today, however, fMRI data are routinely used to describe
the statistical interdependencies among brain regions. In
particular, hundreds of studies have now reported regional
covariation that manifests in a wide range of dependent
measures, including signal amplitude – either static, aver-
aged across long time windows of task performance or rest
(e.g., functional connectivity [4]) or dynamic, varying on a
shorter timescale [5] – or, more recently, pattern separ-
ability (informational connectivity [6]). Because regions
that share functional properties can be distant, spanning
lobes and hemispheres, their collections are referred to as
large-scale distributed neural networks, where the regions
are the nodes and the inter-regional (implied) connections
are the edges (Box 1). Furthermore, given that complex
cognitive processes – be it face recognition or sentence
comprehension – recruit a host of different brain regions
[7], it may be time (some might argue, long past time) to
start thinking about functional specialization at the level
of brain networks (e.g., is the collection of regions recruited
by sentence comprehension specialized for solving this
particular problem?).

Tests of functional specificity of a brain region routi-
nely begin by defining, on anatomical and/or functional
grounds, a region of interest (ROI) and then measuring
the relative response of that region across varying cog-
nitive demands (e.g., task conditions). In principle, the
logic of assessing the specificity of a brain network is
similar: how does a network of interest (NOI) respond
across varying cognitive demands? However, in practice,
the functional  specialization of a network can be eval-
uated in numerous ways. Here we briefly discuss how the
notion of functional specialization can be scaled up from
brain regions to brain networks  and then consider the
question of functional specialization of the language
network. To foreshadow the take-home message, we
argue that the language network includes both rela-
tively specialized and highly domain-general compo-
nents and that investigating the dynamic interactions
between the two can inform the computations conducted
by each.

Scaling up the notion of functional specialization: from
nodes to networks
What does it mean for a collection of brain regions to be
functionally specialized for some mental process x? There
are at least three ways to approach this question.
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Box 1. Challenges for network neuroscience

Requisite care in using the term ‘network’

Although the terms ‘network’ and ‘connectivity’ are widely used

when talking about regional covariation in the human brain, it is

important to keep in mind that no human data at present allow us to

make inferences about brain regions forming networks in the true

sense of the word. In particular, under a technical definition, two

brain regions form a network if they are anatomically connected,

typically via monosynaptic projections. In living humans, we rarely,

if ever, can say anything conclusive about anatomical connections

among brain regions. In particular, functional correlation data (task

based or resting state) cannot be used to infer anatomical

connectivity because the relationship between the two is complex

[56,57] and diffusion tractography remains severely limited [58–60].

Consequently, although we follow the literature in adopting the

term ‘network’ to refer to collections of regions that share functional

properties, these collections of regions are more appropriately

characterized as functional systems.

Uncertainty about the number and nature of brain networks

Network neuroscience is still in its youth and there is at present no

agreement on many important questions. For example, what is the

right way to parcellate the brain into regions (nodes)? How many

networks does the human brain encompass and how should we

functionally interpret these networks (see [61,62] for some recent

proposals)? What is the structure of each network and does this

structure differ across networks (see [63] for a review)? The answer

to these questions is likely to arise from a combination of data-

driven approaches that attempt to carve up the entire brain based on

patterns of inter-regional covariation and approaches that more

narrowly focus on a particular subset of the brain (e.g., the language

network), because a deep understanding of the structure and

function of one network – including the contributions of each node

and edge and their dynamics – may shed light on the broader

functional architecture of the human brain.
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One strategy is to focus on the functional profiles of the
individual nodes. For example, a network may be function-
ally specialized for mental process x if all of its nodes are
functionally specialized for x (e.g., Figure 1A). Alterna-
tively, perhaps the presence of at least one functionally
specialized node is sufficient to qualify the whole network
as functionally specialized. (Note that the presence of at
least one domain-general node cannot be sufficient to
qualify the network as domain general if we are to preserve
any notion of functional specialization, because domain-
general processes like attention or cognitive control are
likely to play a role in all mental processes.)

Another strategy is to focus on the edges (i.e., the
patterns of ‘connections’ among brain regions; cf. Box 1).
In this approach, the properties of the nodes are less
important; they may be functionally specialized, domain
general, or a mixture of the two. What matters is whether a
unique combination of nodes and edges is recruited for the
relevant mental process x. If so, such a network would be
considered functionally specialized for x even if all of the
individual nodes are domain general (Figure 1B), and even
the same exact combination of nodes can contribute dif-
ferently to different mental processes when the nodes are
characterized by different patterns of connections.

Yet another possibility is to take time into account and
focus on the so-called ‘network dynamics’; that is, the
changes – or lack thereof – in the patterns of coupling
(coactivation) between each node and the other nodes of the
network as well as the rest of the brain. In particular,
t=2

t=2
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Box 2. Is ‘language’ a natural kind?

One might object that questions about the language network are ill

posed, because language is not a single thing. Indeed, when talking

about whether ‘language’ relies on domain-specific versus domain-

general machinery (or some combination of the two), researchers

are often referring to different mental processes that language

encompasses and there is no agreement on the right ontology of

these processes. Such ontologies in human cognitive neuroscience

are typically inspired by theoretical and experimental behavioral

work in psychology and cognitive science, although they often lag

behind. At present, based on differences in functional profiles and

some neuropsychological patient evidence, we can at least distin-

guish between: (i) the sensory language regions (in the auditory and

visual cortices); (ii) the speech articulation regions; and (iii) the

‘higher-level’ language-processing regions (Figure 2). For example,

in contrast to the high-level language regions, the sensory regions

appear to respond to stimuli that are devoid of meaning; the visual

word-form area responds as much to consonant strings as to real

words [64,65]. Similarly, the speech articulation regions [66] can be

driven by low-level production tasks like repeating non-words. Even

within the higher-level language interpretation, we may want to

distinguish between phonological (sound-level) processing, lexical

(word-level) processing, and combinatorial (syntactic and composi-

tional semantic) processing, although more recent, usage-based

approaches argue against sharp boundaries between them [67–69]

(see [24] for some fMRI support). In summary, although language

processing plausibly relies on several distinct kinds of computation

implemented in distinct brain regions, there appears to be a subset

of our brain that is consistently engaged when we produce and/or

understand language that is at least partially distinct from brain

regions that support other mental processes [28,30]. Talking about

language as a natural kind is thus not unreasonable, although of

course if/when dissociations among different language components

are discovered – be it by studying the functional response profiles of

the relevant regions or their dynamic network properties – those

dissociations should be taken into account when thinking about the

computations that those components require.
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networks are not static: they change under different task
conditions as well as during different stages of a single
task. For example, Cole and colleagues [8] demonstrated
that a frontoparietal brain network shifted its correlation
patterns more than did other functional networks as task
demands changed. In other words, this frontoparietal net-
work was promiscuous, partnering with a visual network
at times and an auditory network at other times (e.g.,
Figure 1D; see also [9,10]). Bassett and colleagues [11]
measured how often nodes changed teams across a learn-
ing task and found that the flexibility of a node’s team
allegiance across time (across individuals) predicted beha-
vior. So the notion of functional specialization may be
linked to the stability of the node/network; a network
may be functionally specialized for some mental process
if its nodes are stable community members and it may be
domain general if its nodes frequently change allegiances.

The language network of interest
We turn now to our primary topic; namely, the language
network. To ask questions about the nodes, edges, or
dynamics of the language network, as described above,
we need to define the language network. Immediately, we
have a problem: what is language? That is, whatever task
(or task comparison) one might choose to define the lan-
guage network will require assumptions about what puta-
tive operations comprise language. One could rightly
question whether it even makes sense to ask about a
122
language network, which presupposes that language is a
natural kind (Box 2).

We have two observations about this potential quag-
mire. First, the daunting task of specifying exactly what
language is (and what language is not) has not completely
halted progress: the term ‘the language network’ is being
used increasingly frequently (e.g., in the PubMed database
an average of five articles per year used this term between
2001 and 2005, an average of 17 articles per year between
2006 and 2010, and an average of 35 articles per year since
2011). And second, those who have attempted to charac-
terize the language network have not arrived at the same
answer to the question of how to define it. Below we
consider three common approaches (see Figure 2 for sche-
matic illustrations of each).
(1) Response [e.g., a change in the magnitude of the blood

oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal] to language
above a low-level baseline
At first glance, this criterion seems the least con-
troversial: regions that support linguistic processing
should respond to language stimuli (e.g., words or
sentences). However, although this criterion does
include the ‘classic’ regions on the lateral surfaces of
the left frontal and temporal cortices, it also includes
the regions of the bilateral domain-general cognitive
control network (also known as the ‘task-positive
network’, the ‘frontoparietal attention network’, or the
‘multiple-demand network’). The latter network spans
extended portions of the frontal and parietal cortices
and its regions are engaged in a wide range of goal-
directed behaviors [12,13]. Furthermore, for a lan-
guage comprehension task, we would expect to see
activity in the primary and higher-level sensory
regions: in the auditory cortices for listening [14]
and in the visual cortices for reading [15]. And for a
language production task, we would expect to see
activity in the regions that support articulation [16]. In
addition, we may observe responses in brain regions
implicated in, for example, social cognition, emotional
processing, and high-level visual processing. In the
extreme, then, the whole brain is probably engaged –
in some way – during language processing, but the
notion of a language network is useful only if we agree
that some subset of the brain is more strongly,
consistently, and/or causally engaged in language
processing than the rest of the brain.

(2) Response to a conjunction of either listening and
reading or comprehension and production above a low-
level baseline
These criteria will lead to the elimination of the
sensory regions [17,18] and/or the articulation regions
[19]. However, at least some parts of the cognitive
control network are still likely to be included.

(3) A greater response to intact language stimuli than to
various degraded versions of those stimuli, matched
for low-level features
This criterion is frequently used and translates into
contrasts like speech versus backward speech [20],
sentences versus false fonts [21], sentences versus lists
of unconnected words [17,22], including parametric
versions of this contrast [23], and sentences versus
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Figure 2. The language network under different definitions. (A) A schematic depiction of five sets of brain regions that are sometimes included in the language network: red,

the classic high-level language-processing regions; yellow, speech perception regions; green, visual word-form area; purple, speech articulation regions; and blue,

cognitive control regions. (B) A schematic illustration of possible definitions of the language network, ranging from very liberal (1) to more conservative (2 and 3).
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lists of non-words [17]. Depending on how low level the
baseline condition is, these contrasts may or may not
include parts of the higher-level sensory regions (e.g.,
the visual word-form area for visual stimuli). Impor-
tantly, however, these contrasts will generally not
include the cognitive control regions because those
regions tend to respond more strongly to linguistically
degraded conditions [13,24], presumably because of
the greater cognitive effort required to process
degraded stimuli (cf. similar effects in visual proces-
sing where non-degraded images produce stronger
responses in the visual cortices, but degraded images
more strongly activate the cognitive control network
[25]).

Of course, a particular functional signature (as in 1–3
above; Figure 2) is not the only way to define the language
network. For example, one might want to emphasize the
causal role in linguistic processing, such that a region is
included only if a transient or more permanent disruption
of its activity leads to linguistic deficits. Another possible
criterion has been adopted by Hasson and colleagues, who
have focused on the across-subjects similarity in the time-
courses of neural activity. For example, in studies of nar-
rative comprehension, they reported inter-subject correla-
tions across large extents of cortex, including what appear
to be cognitive control regions in the dorsolateral prefron-
tal cortex and around the inferior parietal sulcus [26]. They
further showed that even some regions that do not show an
above-baseline response to language (cf. criterion 1), like
the precuneus, show correlated activity across subjects
during sentence comprehension [27].

So where does this leave us? It should be clear that the
‘right’ criterion (or set of criteria) for the language network
is subject to debate. Also, the multitude of possible defini-
tions of the language network – especially differences in
whether the domain-general cognitive control regions are
included – has almost certainly contributed to past dis-
agreements, some of which may have been superficial
(definitional) in nature. However, this problem is not
unique to the domain of language or to the network-level
approach, similarly characterizing investigations that
have focused on single brain regions. Furthermore,
although any conclusions one draws about a brain network
are bound to be affected by how that network is defined, we
cannot abandon the enterprise simply because we cannot
agree on the inclusion criteria. Instead, as we argue below,
network approaches may be able to help us sharpen the
definition of the language network, which will, in turn,
have implications for understanding the specificity of the
cognitive and computational mechanisms required during
language production and comprehension.

Is the language network functionally specialized?
The extent to which language – including its many com-
ponents (like speech perception, letter/word recognition,
articulation, and syntactic processing; Box 2) – relies on
functionally specialized versus domain-general cognitive
and neural machinery has been long debated. One impor-
tant take-away message from the preceding section is that,
under many definitions, the language network includes
both relatively functionally specialized brain regions
[24,28–30] and brain regions better thought of as part of
a domain-general cognitive control network [31–35] (for a
review, see [36]). However, our opening question, and a
central concern for the field, is whether language – not any
particular brain region – requires specific computations.
That is, is the language network – which comprises both
specialized and domain-general nodes – functionally spe-
cialized for language processing (or some aspects thereof)?
Let us revisit the possible definitions of a functionally
specialized brain network sketched above.

If we focus on the properties of the individual nodes, one
could argue that either: (i) the language network is not
123
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functionally specialized for language because not all of its
nodes are functionally specialized for language; or (ii) the
language network is functionally specialized, if the pre-
sence of some specialized nodes is sufficient.

If we focus on the edges, the language network would
qualify as functionally specialized because the specialized
regions would be engaged only during language-processing
tasks and thus, by definition, the combination of brain
regions (and presumably the connections among them)
engaged during language processing would be unique,
because no other mental process would recruit the specia-
lized regions of the language network.

Finally, let us consider the dynamic aspects of the
language network. It is important to note that, although
the functional profiles of the different brain regions com-
prising this network vary considerably – with some being
relatively functionally specialized for language processing
and others highly domain general – these sets of brain
regions must nevertheless have a way to communicate
with one another (cf. Figure 1A). Such interactions are
essential given that domain-general brain regions – like
those that support, for example, cognitive control and
working memory – are likely to participate in all mental
processes, including language comprehension and produc-
tion. The role of these domain-general mechanisms in
language processing is hard to dispute given the abundant
behavioral evidence from dual-task paradigms [37–39] and
individual-differences investigations [40–45], as well as
neuroimaging evidence from many linguistic-complexity
manipulations [46–50]. Thus, any putatively language-
specific components of the language network cannot be
encapsulated in the Fodorian sense (cf. Figure 1A).

How exactly the functionally specialized and domain-
general components of the language network interact
remains to be discovered. For example, such interactions
could occur via stable hubs [8] that are always ‘partnering’
with one or more specialized networks (Figure 1C). Alter-
natively, they could occur via dynamic changes in the
patterns of connections between the specialized and
domain-general sets of regions (Figure 1D). For example,
during language processing the language network config-
uration may look like Figure 1D at t = 1, with the specia-
lized (pink) and domain-general (multicolored) regions
working together. At other times, the same domain-gen-
eral regions may partner with a different network (e.g.,
Figure 1D at t = 2).

This notion of node ‘stability’ has motivated a distinc-
tion between a network core (i.e., a set of brain regions that
– consistently across time – interact with one another) and
a network periphery (i.e., a set of brain regions that inter-
act with a different specialized set of brain regions at
different times, depending on current goals [51]). We pro-
pose that this distinction between the core and periphery of
a network could be a useful tool for exploring the functional
specialization of any network, including the language net-
work. In our review of this question above and in our
previous work [28,36], we focused on cross-task structure
(i.e., functionally specific regions are those that are active
in specific tasks but not across tasks whereas domain-
general regions are active across tasks). In dynamic net-
work terms, the focus is on cross-time structure (core
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regions are those that maintain their allegiance through
time whereas peripheral regions do not). These two dimen-
sions are plausibly not independent. In particular, the
‘promiscuity’ of a brain region (i.e., its tendency to couple –
that is, to coactivate – with other brain regions) may be
inversely related to the degree of its functional specializa-
tion. If a brain region supports computations that are well
suited to solving a particular task (including, for example,
relying on domain-specific knowledge structures), it is
likely to partner only with regions that implement similar,
specific computations. By contrast, if a brain region sup-
ports highly generic computations (e.g., exclusive OR
[52]), it can partner with a wide array of functionally
diverse regions because such generic computations are
plausibly useful across domains. Thus, a language net-
work plausibly includes a functionally specialized core and
a domain-general periphery. The existence of core regions
supporting a particular mental process is perfectly com-
patible with the importance of domain-general circuits for
that mental process (cf. [53]; see [54,55] for discussions of
the relationship between functional specificity and encap-
sulation).

As we foreshadowed above, this dynamic network
approach may enable one to discover the language net-
work: (i) without needing to define it a priori; or (ii)
starting with a very liberal, all-inclusive definition. Any
given language task (e.g., sentence comprehension) is
likely to require both domain-general processes and (if
they exist) language-specific processes; however, assum-
ing those processes are supported by different nodes in a
network, the dynamic relations among these nodes should
vary across the task in a way that is detectable with
network approaches and that potentially informs the
function of the nodes. This, in turn, can motivate future
studies aimed at understanding the response properties of
different sets of nodes (whether they be core or periphery
in one task) under different cognitive conditions. Thus, we
proceed.

Concluding remarks
For many years, we – both as the individual scientists
coauthoring this opinion article and as two representative
researchers of the neurobiology of language – have been
trying to understand the cognitive and neural architecture
of language using regionally specific fMRI responses. Much
of this work has been framed as a debate about the func-
tional specificity of regions recruited during language pro-
cessing, and we have contributed to each side of this
debate. One of us has argued that there is ‘a high degree
of functional specificity in the brain regions that support
language’ [28]. The other has advanced hypotheses about
putative language regions that are, instead, ‘grounded in
domain-general terms’ [41]. Here we have joined forces in
an attempt to redirect the empirical enterprise, by calling a
ceasefire on arguments about whether an individual brain
region is domain specific or domain general. Instead, we
propose that our understanding of the computations that
enable language and the neural systems that support them
will advance more rapidly if we follow the example of many
other subfields of neuroscience and turn our efforts
towards characterizing properties of the language network



Box 3. Outstanding questions

� Are any of the regions engaged in language processing truly

selective for language?

Fedorenko and colleagues [24,28] have shown that several

language regions show functionally specific responses. However,

other non-linguistic processes remain to be tested and either

outcome – functional specificity versus overlap with some non-

linguistic processes in some or all of the language regions – will

further constrain the space of possibilities for what these regions

could be doing and may reveal important differences among

regions.

� What role do domain-general cognitive control brain regions play

in language comprehension and production?

As discussed in the main text, the engagement of domain-general

cognitive control/working memory mechanisms in language is not

under debate, but many important questions remain about the

nature and significance of this engagement, in particular the

following.

(i) Given the extent (and the bilateral nature) of the cognitive

control network, are some of its components more important

for language processing than others? If so, which ones?

(ii) What is the significance, if any, of the proximity of the language

and cognitive control regions in the left frontal lobe [24]? For

example, perhaps some properties of the cells in the left frontal

cortex or its position within the large-scale network structure

make it well suited for performing both some aspects of

language processing and the kinds of generic computation that

are likely to take place in the cognitive control regions [36].

(iii) What are the precise circumstances under which cognitive

control regions are engaged during language processing? Can

we predict their engagement from current models of linguistic

complexity (e.g., memory-based models [70–73], experience-/

surprisal-based models [74,75])?

(iv) Do cognitive control regions provide alternative routes for

‘solving’ language or do they merely provide extra computa-

tional power (a workspace of sorts [76]) when the core language

regions run into difficulty?

(v) What is the time – course of the interaction between the language

regions and the cognitive control regions? For example, when an

ambiguous word or structure is encountered, is it the language or

cognitive control regions that respond first? How is the interac-

tion between these regions manifested? That is, do they show

increases in synchronization of neural activity (which would

suggest parallel – although possibly distinct – computations) or

anti-correlations (which would suggest some kind of trade-off)?

� How might network dynamics vary across individuals and what

might that variation predict about individual differences in

behavior?
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(or networks). We have outlined here a strategy for char-
acterizing some properties of these networks, including
properties that may speak directly to the specificity of
language functions. We have argued that this approach
does not require agreement on how to define language to
begin to characterize properties of these networks. We
have borrowed the concepts of a network core and periph-
ery from other areas of network neuroscience, to propose a
means for identifying functionally specific and functionally
diverse nodes in a language network by tracking the
structure of their responses across time (instead of across
tasks). We are confident that this approach will identify
both domain-specific and domain-general machinery, and
we can then begin to understand the relative contributions
of each as well as the dynamics of their interaction and how
those dynamics affect behavioral outcomes (Box 3).
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